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Summary and Overview
Christopher Yoo, a Vanderbilt University law professor, argues in a recent white paper
that the regime of open access on which the Internet was founded is actually harmful to
innovation, investment, and technology deployment.1 Professor Yoo supports an alternative to
an open Internet, encouraging policymakers to embrace “network diversity.” A policy of
network diversity would enable last mile-broadband network providers to introduce proprietary
network protocols, enter into exclusive agreements with content providers, and discriminate
against non-affiliated providers of Internet content, applications, and services.2 Professor Yoo
argues that network diversity will inspire true competition for Internet services, and that this
competition can only emerge when multiple last-mile broadband networks are in place.3
It is notable that network diversity has already been tried by consumers in the narrowband dial-up world, and consumers overwhelmingly rejected that approach to the provision of
electronic information and communication services. At one time firms like America Online,
GEnie, Delphi, Prodigy, and Compuserve offered consumers proprietary data processing and
communication services over incompatible and non-interconnected networks. This approach to
selling data services ultimately faded as the public Internet became available. Most of the firms

1

Christopher Yoo, “Promoting Broadband Through Network Diversity.” Accessed
March 1, 2006 at:
http://law.vanderbilt.edu/faculty/Yoo%20-%20Network%20Diversity%202-6-06.
pdf
Professor Yoo’s study, was funded by the National Cable and
Telecommunications Association (the principal trade association of the cable
television industry in the United States). See, “Law and Technology Professor
Releases Study on Net Neutrality,” TMCNet News, February 6, 2006. Accessed
March 1, 2006 at: http://www.tmcnet.com/usubmit/2006/02/06/1346622.htm

2

Yoo, pp. 6 & 34.

3

Yoo, pp. 5, 15, & 33.
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which pursued the network diversity business model no longer exist, and those that do survive
have combined Internet access with their proprietary offerings.4
Consumers have already voted with their feet away from the proprietary data network
model, once given the opportunity to consume electronic data and communication services in an
open-access environment. The reason for this exhibited consumer sentiment is the same in the
broadband world as it was in the dial-up world—consumers place a high value on services based
on policies which encourage protocol standardization, interoperability, and network effects. It is
only now, because of telecommunications policy reversals which enable the owners of last-mile
broadband facilities to leverage market power in last-mile broadband markets, that the inferior
market offering of restricted access to Internet services could be forced on the consuming public.
Professor Yoo suggests that:
The decision to permit network diversity to emerge does not ultimately depend on the
conviction that it would yield a substantively better outcome, but rather from a
technological humility that permits exploration to proceed until policymakers can make a
clearer assessment of the cost-benefit tradeoff.5
However, there is ample evidence that a policy of network diversity will result in a patently
inferior outcome which will favor incumbent last-mile broadband providers to the detriment of
consumers. These firms currently possess market power in last-mile broadband access networks,
and network diversity policy will encourage the leveraging of this market power to higher levels
of the Internet.6 Implementing a policy of network diversity will undermine the vibrant
4

America Online is the most notable survivor, however, the decline of dial-up
access is eroding AOL’s customer base. See, “AOL to Pay $1.25 Million Fine,”
Washington Post, August 25, 2005. Accessed March 1, 2006 at:
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2005/08/24/AR20050824
01989.html

5

Yoo, p. 7.

6

As will be discussed below, most mass-market consumers typically face either
(continued...)
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competition and rapid innovation in the provision of Internet content, applications, and services
which has characterized the Internet since its privatization in 1995. Professor Yoo argues that
this competition need not be protected.7 If it is not, however, there is no question of harm to
consumers.
It is no accident that the network neutrality debate has heated up shortly after the two
largest Regional Bell Operating Companies (RBOCs), SBC and Verizon, purchased,
respectively, AT&T and MCI. These mergers have combined the last-mile broadband networks
owned by SBC and Verizon with two of the largest Internet backbone networks. The resulting
combination sets the stage for an attempt to leverage last-mile broadband market power to higher
levels of the Internet, a potential for leverage which the Federal Communications Commission
acknowledged in its approval of these mergers, through a merger condition requiring adherence
to network neutrality principles for a two-year period.8 However, this short-term protection is
not enough.
With regard to the exercise of market power, the RBOCs and cable companies have
proven themselves to be anything but “humble.” Thus, Professor Yoo’s counsel to policy
makers that they should offer “humility” and deference to market forces, when those market
forces are associated with market power, is bad advice. Given the prospects for last mile
competition, ample evidence regarding the RBOCs’ and cable operators attitudes toward
competition, and the absence of any showing that abandoning network neutrality will improve
6

(...continued)
outright monopoly, or a duopoly, of broadband providers.

7

Yoo, p. 14.

8

See, for example: In the Matter of SBC Communications, Inc. and AT&T Corp.
Applications for Approval of Transfer of Control. WC Docket 05-65, FCC Order
No. 05-183, November 17, 2005, Appendix F. Accessed March 1, 2006 at:
http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-05-183A1.pdf
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the lot of consumers, humility in the face of market power is a recipe for disaster. The Internet,
based on a foundation of open-access principles, was perhaps the greatest innovation of the 20th
century. Advocates who prescribe the replacement of open-access principles with a policy of
network diversity (which has already been proved inferior to the open-access Internet) should
bear a heavy burden of proof. Professor Yoo falls far short of offering the compelling case that
is required to dismantle the open-access principles which have promoted competition and
consumer benefits.
Organization of this Response
This response is organized into four sections:
•

The first section provides an overview of the emerging threat to the open-access Internet,
including policy issues which have emerged following the introduction of broadband
Internet access technology. Professor Yoo’s claim that the network core may be an
untapped source of innovation is also evaluated in the first section. This section presents
evidence that innovation at the network core will likely be oriented toward increasing
last-mile broadband provider revenues, rather than enhancing consumer benefits.

•

The second section of this response examines the likelihood of multiple last-mile
broadband access facilities emerging, which is the critical article of faith underlying
Professor Yoo’s argument for network diversity. This section presents evidence that,
contrary to Professor Yoo’s claims, entry barriers in the provision of last-mile broadband
facilities are substantial, and that his vision of multiple “separate but optimized” last-mile
networks is not likely to be realized. This section also discusses the fact that, to the
extent that they do emerge, last-mile overbuilds are much more likely to occur in high
income areas.

•

The third section of this response addresses other arguments raised by Professor Yoo
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regarding the desirability of a policy of network diversity, including his flawed
interpretation of the economics literature relating to vertical integration and
standardization.
•

The fourth section of this response provides a brief conclusion. Professor Yoo’s
suggestion that policy makers should have faith that unconstrained firms which possess
market power will provide benefits to consumers, and not undermine their competitors, is
not supported by his arguments. Humility before firms which exercise market power in
markets for last-mile broadband facilities is not good policy.

A Note on Terminology
Professor Yoo identifies a policy of network diversity as one “that regards regulatory
forbearance as the appropriate course of action when confronted with ambiguity.”9 However,
Professor Yoo also makes it clear that a policy of network diversity would change the way that
the Internet operates today. Network Diversity is also consistent with the introduction of
proprietary protocols and the ability to exclude, or discriminate against, network applications,
content, and services. These changes would reshape the Internet’s operations. Thus, my use of
the term network diversity should be understood to address both the policy of forbearance and its
potential consequences.
The terms “network neutrality” or “open-access Internet,” as I use them in this response,
should be understood to reflect many of the pro-competitive policies which have been enforced
in telecommunications markets in the U.S. The ability of end-users to attach equipment of their
choice, the provision of access on nondiscriminatory terms to bottleneck facilities, and the
requirement that network providers interconnect are examples of these pro-competitive policies.

9

Yoo, p. 7.
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Network neutrality is also consistent with the end-to-end network principles which have been
associated with the operations of the Internet. The Internet has operated in a “neutral”
environment of open standardization, interconnection, and deference to the network edge, an
environment which has generated substantial benefits for consumers, firms, and society.
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I. The Emerging Threat to the Open-Access Internet
How the Internet will evolve in an environment of increasing concentration in
telecommunications markets is a critical policy issue. Data processing and communication
services first emerged in an environment of structural separation, one where the providers of
telecommunications services were prohibited from providing electronic data processing and
communication services (now known as “information services”) on an integrated basis.10 In a
series of landmark rulings beginning in the late 1960s, the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) determined that the provision of remote computing, information processing, and contentrelated services by telephone companies was best accomplished by requiring the separation of
the providers of information services from the providers of telecommunications services.11 It is
highly likely that this separation of telecommunications and information services contributed to
the foundation on which the Internet would develop. By excluding telephone companies from
the integrated provision of telecommunications and information services, and requiring that
telephone companies provide telecommunications technologies to information service providers
on a nondiscriminatory basis, the information service sector, including the Internet, was free to
develop under the influence of competitive market forces, without the interference of telephonecompany market power.
The Internet, emerging from a government-based research program, adopted principles

10

For a discussion of the history of separation of data communication and
processing from telecommunications services, see, for example, Huber, et. al.,
Federal Telecommunications Law, 2nd ed. Aspen Publishers, Gaithersburg, NY,
1999. Chapter 11.

11

These ruling are generally known as the FCC’s Computer Inquiries. For an
overview, please see: Robert Cannon, “The Legacy of the Federal
Communications Commission’s Computer Inquiries,” Federal Communications
Law Journal, Vol. 55, No. 2, March 2003. Accessed March 1, 2006 at:
http://www.law.indiana.edu/fclj/pubs/v55/no2/cannon.pdf
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for its operation which were antithetical to the telephone-company network model. Rather than
adopting proprietary standards of network operation, the Internet adopted open standards, which
have evolved under a regime of open peer review to meet the changing needs of network users.
Rather than placing restrictions on the ability of network users to connect equipment and devices
to the network, which characterized the telephone-company model of network control, any
device which was consistent with the operating protocols of the network could be attached,
without centralized control over the actions of those connected at the network edge. As a result
of the openness of the Internet, a dramatic engine of innovation was created, with striking
improvements in computing and communication the result. The Internet led to entire new
industries, and new means for existing industries to operate. Contributing to this very desirable
outcome was the inability of firms which held last-mile monopolies in access networks from
interfering with the operations of the open-access Internet. Producers and users of Internet
services could purchase the telecommunications services which they needed at rates which were
regulated by state public utility commissions and the FCC. Thus, the benefits of the information
services were available to a wide array of individuals, and the providers of telecommunications
services could not interfere with the provision of the information services, either by raising
prices for the telecommunications services they sold, or otherwise discriminating against users or
providers of information services.
Internet technology initially was utilized in the mass market through dial-up connections
over telephone-company facilities. This “narrow-band” access technology was consistent with
the development of a highly competitive Internet Service Provider (ISP) market. Thousands of
ISPs emerged nationwide, with consumers residing in metropolitan areas having dozens of ISPs
to choose from. Market forces led ISPs in the dial-up world to compete on the basis of system
availability, quality of service, and access to content. Consumers enjoyed the benefits of
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competition.
A. The Impact of Broadband Access Technologies
The introduction of broadband access facilities for the mass market by cable television
companies immediately created a market rift, as the new access facilities provided a much higher
transmission speed, which resulted in vastly improved performance for certain Internet
applications, such as web browsing, streaming audio and video, and the transmission of large
files (which encouraged file sharing).12 That the mass-market broadband facilities were offered
by cable television companies, rather than regulated telephone companies, resulted in a new
approach to the provision of Internet services. As cable companies were ultimately determined
to be free from common carrier obligations in their last-mile broadband facilities, vertical
integration of the provider of the Internet access facility with the provider of Internet services
now became possible, with cable companies free to exclude competing ISPs from the use of their
facilities.13 Telephone companies, while initially required to provide their broadband digital
subscriber line (DSL) services to ISPs on a nondiscriminatory basis, also recently gained parity
with cable company networks.14 Competition among multiple ISPs using a broadband connection
to the end user provided by a third-party telecommunications provider, as had been the case in
the dial-up world, has been ruled out.

12

Broadband connections had previously only been available through very
expensive telephone-company “special access” services, which were typically
only affordable for business customers which may have used the facilities to
provide Internet services, or for connecting corporate networks to the Internet.

13

National Cable & Telecommunications Association et al. v. Brand X Internet
Services et al. Supreme Court of the United States, No. 04-277, June 27, 2005.

14

“FCC Eliminates Mandated Sharing Requirement on Incumbent’s Wireline
Broadband Internet Access Service.” FCC News Release, August 5, 2005,
announcing FCC Order No. 05-150.
http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-260433A1.pdf
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The recent mergers of Regional Bell Operating Companies (RBOCs), SBC and Verizon,
with two of the largest providers of Internet backbone facilities, AT&T and MCI, have increased
the pressure on the open model of the Internet which was the norm in the dial-up access world.15
The integration of RBOC-controlled broadband access facilities with two of the largest providers
of Internet backbone services has led to increased pressure to allow changes in the open-access
model of the Internet. Whether broadband access providers should be allowed to bundle Internet
services with access services, and exclude third-party ISPs from using the broadband facilities,
continues to be one aspect of the open-access debate. However, the scope of the debate is now
expanding to whether firms such as the new at&t and Verizon should be allowed to discriminate
against third-party providers of Internet content and applications offered by firms such as
Google, E-Bay, and Amazon.com. Consumers also have begun to show interest in new Internet
services, such as local and long distance telephone calling provided by firms such as Skype and
Vonage. Telephone and cable companies view these latter firms as providing a competitive
threat to the revenue-generating voice services that they offer, providing a further motivation for
the owners of broadband last-mile facilities to discriminate against third-party providers of
Internet applications and services.
In a recent interview, the CEO of the new at&t, Edward Whitacre responded as follows to
the question “How concerned are you about Internet upstarts like Google (GOOG ), MSN,
Vonage, and others?”
How do you think they're going to get to customers? Through a broadband pipe. Cable
companies have them. We have them. Now what they would like to do is use my pipes
free, but I ain't going to let them do that because we have spent this capital and we have
to have a return on it. So there's going to have to be some mechanism for these people

15

Following the merger of SBC and AT&T, the company adopted the name “at&t.”
I will use the company’s lower case spelling to distinguish it from the old
“AT&T.”
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who use these pipes to pay for the portion they're using. Why should they be allowed to
use my pipes?16
Other owners of broadband last-mile facilities, such as BellSouth, Verizon, and Comcast have
expressed similar sentiments.17 Thus, the prospect for the owners of broadband access networks
(which now also own Internet backbone facilities), to discriminate against the providers of
content and services, and to favor content and services provided by the last-mile broadband
provider (or its affiliates or strategic partners) is very real. Such an occurrence would result in
the potential for the owners of Internet access facilities to leverage their market power into the
previously competitive markets for Internet content and applications.
B. Innovation: The Network Core v. The Network Edge
Innovation and investment at the Internet’s network edge has provided economic benefits
in the U.S.,18 as the developers of content, applications, software and hardware have been free to
introduce new applications, products, and services without the interference of network owners.
Much has been written regarding the gains in innovation made possible through the Internet’s

16

At SBC, It's All About "Scale and Scope", BusinessWeek Online, November 7,
2005. Accessed March 1, 2006 at:
http://www.businessweek.com/@@n34h*IUQu7KtOwgA/magazine/content/05_4
5/b3958092.htm

17

“Verizon Executive Calls for End to Google's 'Free Lunch',” Washington Post,
February 7, 2006, p. D01. Accessed March 1, 2006 at:
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/02/06/AR20060206
01624.html
“Phone Companies Set Off A Battle Over Internet Fees,” Wall Street Journal,
January 6, 2006, p. A1. Accessed March 1, 2006 at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB113651664929039412.html?mod=home_whats_n
ews_us

18

See, for example, Robert E. Litan and Alice M. Rivlin, “Projecting the Economic
Impact of the Internet,” American Economic Review, Vol. 91, No. 2, May 2001,
pp. 313-317. See also, Ernest Goss, “The Internet’s Contribution to U.S.
Productivity Growth,” Business Economics, October 2001.
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basic philosophy of standardized protocols which keep the functioning of the network core from
interfering with activity at the network edge.19 Professor Yoo indicates that this approach is
interfering with innovation which may be possible in the network core.20 Given the track record
of network core innovation under the supervision of telephone and cable companies, as
compared with the record of network edge innovation associated with the Internet, any advocacy
for interference with the innovation process which has emerged at the network edge should
undergo significant scrutiny.21
Just what sort of innovation at the network core can we expect? Professor Yoo mentions
the prospect for specialized networks, as will be discussed further below. However, network
equipment manufacturers, the companies that will supply the equipment necessary to manage

19

See, for example, Carl Shapiro and Hal Varian, Information Rules, Harvard
Business School Press, Boston, 1999; Jeffrey H. Rohlfs, Bandwagon Effects,
MIT Press, 2001; Lawrence Lessig, The Future of Ideas, Random House, 2001.
See also, Jerome H. Saltzer, David P. Reed, David D. Clark, “End-To-End
Arguments In System Design” ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, (1984).
Accessed March 1, 2006 at:
http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/cache/papers/cs/4203/http:zSzzSzweb.mit.eduzSzSaltze
rzSzwwwzSzpublicationszSzendtoendzSzendtoend.pdf/saltzer84endtoend.pdf

20

Yoo, p. 21.

21

The pre-divestiture AT&T expended considerable resources attempting to keep
network-edge innovators from deploying their innovations. The Carterphone case
provided a classic example. Tom Carter developed an acoustical coupling device
that provided a means of interconnecting two-way radio systems with the
telephone network. AT&T blocked this innovation and sought protection from
the FCC. The FCC ultimately agreed to allow the Carterphone to go forward, but
also allowed AT&T to require any “foreign” device which was to be attached to
AT&T’s network to utilize an AT&T-supplied “protective connection
arrangement” (PCA). AT&T required the purchase of these PCAs for any enduser who wanted to attach non-AT&T equipment (PBXs, computers, private
microwave systems) to AT&T’s network. The imposition of additional fees to
connect non-AT&T equipment resulted in AT&T “taxing” innovation at its
network edge. Taxes on innovation discourage innovation. See, for example,
Huber, et. al. Federal Telecommunications Law, 2nd. ed. Aspen, 1999, pp. 416417.
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firms like at&t, Verizon, Cox, and Comcast’s networks, provide additional insights into the type
of “innovation” that we can expect:
Bundling video with voice and broadband data subscriptions can create a compelling
Triple Play offer, with bundles varying from basic to user-centric:
•

basic Triple Play offers bundle broadcast TV services with High Speed
Internet (HSI) and voice services. This tactical and incremental offer will
help operators to reduce churn in the short term;

•

user-centric Triple Play, centered around “better TV” (Internet Protocol
Television; IPTV), provides the user with a flawless user experience of
any content, anytime and anywhere. Added benefits include interactivity,
high-definition content, fast zapping time, picture-in-picture, video-ondemand and personalized video recording, providing a much more
personal experience. This offer will enable operators to differentiate
themselves from their competitors and increase the ARPU of their
broadband subscribers.22

Thus, “innovation at the core” promises the delivery of “better TV.” However, some of
the “innovation” promised can already be achieved through other technologies which can be
deployed at the network edge. For example, personalized video recording can be achieved by
the use of a digital video recorder. Likewise, streaming media can provide video on demand. In
light of these potential sources of competition for services which might be offered through
“innovation at the core,” controlling applications and service providers which might compete
with new revenue-generating services becomes imperative for the broadband network provider.
Cisco Systems, another equipment provider for the cable and telephone companies which control
last-mile broadband networks, offers the following advice regarding the use of its products:
One of the most significant risks that broadband service providers face is the threat from
‘nonfacility’ service offerings for music or video downloads, VoIP, or interactive
gaming. With the increased bandwidth for high-speed Internet services, operators risk

22

“Optimizing the network architecture for Triple Play,” Alcatel Strategy White
Paper, 3rd Quarter 2005, p. 3. “ARPU” abbreviates average revenue per unit.
Accessed March 1, 2006 at:
http://www.alcatel.com/doctypes/opgrelatedinformation/TriplePlay_wp.pdf
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having their service regarded as a baseline commodity as their users subscribe to thirdparty services from off-net destinations. Examples include:
•

Broadband voice services such as Skype, Google-talk, or Vonage that directly
compete with a service provider’s VoIP service offering.

•

Online DVD streaming and download services such as CinemaNOW or
RealNetworks SuperPass, which compete for subscription fees of IP-based video
services.

Although nonfacility services ride on a best-effort network and may not have the same
quality control as the provider’s services, for many users the experience is good enough,
and nonfacility operators benefit from lower operational expenses and a larger
addressable market, making them formidable competitors.
However, broadband service providers can treat nonfacility operators as partners rather
than competition. By creating an “open network” environment through which nonfacility
operators can ensure adequate customer experience for their application traffic,
broadband service providers can open the door for new revenue-sharing schemes. To do
this efficiently, a broadband service provider must be able to easily identify the traffic
streams of nonfacility services so that it can adequately bill for, audit, and guarantee their
performance. The application recognition and granular billing capability of the Cisco
Service Control Solution help in the development of these services.23
While Cisco’s efforts to place the proper spin on the capabilities of their product are
amusing, the “open network” world envisioned by Cisco simply empowers the owners of lastmile broadband networks to present third-party content and application providers with an
ultimatum—pay-up through our “revenue sharing scheme, or else.” The “or else” would be
discrimination against the nonfacility sources of applications and content, which is described by
Cisco as follows:
The ability of Cisco Service Control to classify and enforce traffic policies. . ., as well as
its ability to manage traffic on an individual user basis, provides a powerful tool for
service providers to manage network traffic through “subscriber-friendly” policies.
Some of the relevant functions include:

23

“Cisco Service Control: A Guide to Sustained Broadband Profitability,” Cisco
Systems White Paper, pp. 7-8. While this white paper was accessed by the author
on February 16, 2005 on the Cisco website, it has since been removed. It is
available at: http://www.democraticmedia.org/PDFs/CiscoBroadbandProfit.pdf
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•

Classification and identification of all application traffic, regardless of port
number or IP address, including support for port-hopping applications (P2P
applications such as BitTorrent, eDonkey, or Gnutella), multiflow applications
(such as SIP voice over IP or RTSP streaming), and “hidden applications (such as
HTTP running on nonstandard port numbers).

•

Prioritizing interactive and delay-sensitive applications (such as gaming, voice,
streaming, or even Web browsing) at the expense of noninteractive applications
(such as P2P file exchange, file downloads, or news transfers), so that preferential
treatment can be given to latency-sensitive applications during periods of
increased network congestion.

•

Establishing “fair-use” policies for customers through usage management
algorithms that give every subscriber a fair allocation of available
bandwidth—heavy users can no longer take excessive bandwidth and degrade the
experience for other subscribers. . .24

The “subscriber friendly” set of policies offers the potential for last-mile network
providers to identify which sources of content and applications are being utilized by end users,
and to allocate bandwidth according to the network operator’s revenue generation objectives. If
an end-user chooses the wrong content (e.g., content which does not generate revenues for the
last-mile network provider), then the network management tools can result in the end user
receiving lower priority from the network, or facing bandwidth restrictions. Thus, by controlling
how the user receives bandwidth, based on identification and classification of traffic at the
individual-user level, the network operator gains the leverage to charge third-party content and
application providers for the ability to transmit information over the network so as to ensure that
their content and/or applications provide an “adequate customer experience.”
Professor Yoo’s claim that network neutrality will limit the way network owners can
manage their networks25 ignores the fact that absent network neutrality, network owners will
manage their networks not based on the demands of network users, but rather to maximize the
24

“Cisco Service Control: A Guide to Sustained Broadband Profitability,” Cisco
Systems White Paper, p. 4, emphasis added.

25
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revenue streams which can be extracted from end-users and third-party providers of content,
services, and applications. Thus, innovation at the network core will necessarily undermine
innovation at the network edge. Providers of last-mile broadband facilities which possess market
power will be unlikely to increase bandwidth in response to increased end-user or third-party
content providers demands for bandwidth. Rather, the natural and more profitable way to
“manage” end users or third-party content providers will be to raise prices for, or otherwise limit
the ability to utilize, the bandwidth needed for the successful delivery of content and
applications.
Professor Yoo does not make the case that “innovation at the core” will result in
expanded benefits for consumers who currently receive benefits from the open-access Internet.
Rather, “innovations” would likely (1) push high-end “better TV” services (for a price), (2)
result in higher prices for Internet bandwidth utilized to access content, applications, and
services which are provided by non-affiliated Internet firms, and (3) increase prices for data
usage in general. It is notable that the Cisco whitepaper, cited above, identifies an end-user
“service tier” pricing approach associated with the capabilities of its network management
equipment. These service-tier pricing plans either specifically limit the end-user to certain types
of applications, or charge them more if they pursue certain applications (especially those which
might compete with the broadband provider’s offerings). Cisco suggests that end users which
activate certain types of applications could be charged higher prices on a “pay-as-you-go”
scheme, and specifically identifies “streaming, gaming, voice (Skype, SIP)”26 as targets for
higher prices. Clearly, the ability to charge an end-user each time they activate an application
which competes with offerings similar to those provided by the last-mile broadband provider

26
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(e.g., video, gaming, and voice) indicates that the biggest “innovation” resulting from the policy
of network diversity advocated by Professor Yoo will be higher prices for those who use those
Internet applications which provide an alternative to the broadband provider’s offerings. These
higher prices for use of Internet content, services, and applications will act as a tax on
consumption of services provided by third-party sources. This effective taxation will undermine
innovation and incentives to invest at the network edge. Innovation at the core thus promises to
undermine innovation at the network edge, to the detriment of consumers.
Whether firms that operate in highly concentrated markets for the provision of broadband
services should be allowed to leverage their exclusive access to consumers to their further
advantage by undermining customer choice in market for Internet services is a critical policy
matter.
II. Overview of Professor Yoo’s Argument for Network Diversity
Professor Yoo states that a policy of network neutrality focuses on the “the wrong policy
problem.”27 Rather than requiring that the owners of broadband access facilities abide by
principles of nondiscrimination, which would enable end users to “obtain access to every
available applications and piece of information,”28 Yoo argues that the appropriate focus of
broadband policy should be “directed towards identifying and increasing the competitiveness of
the last mile, which remains the industry segment that is the most concentrated and protected by
entry barriers.”29
Professor Yoo indicates that a policy of network neutrality has negative consequences
which include:
27

Yoo, p. 8.
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•

A necessary reduction in economic welfare due to the standardization of
protocols, which he argues reduces product diversity.

•

Turning bandwidth into a commodity, which will force broadband access
providers to compete solely on the basis of price and network size, which will
reinforce economies of scale and lead to market failure in last-mile broadband
markets.

•

The discouragement of investment in new last-mile technologies, resulting in the
continuation of highly concentrated last-mile broadband markets.30

As will be discussed further below, these criticisms of network neutrality policy are
unpersuasive. Professor Yoo misinterprets economic arguments associated with the downside of
standardization and offers no evidence that the vast diversity of applications, content, and
services which have emerged precisely due to the standardization of Internet protocols would be
improved upon by a policy of network diversity. Furthermore, why price competition, an
objective which has been pursued for telecommunications markets for the past 25 years, and
which has characterized the market for Internet content, applications, and services, should now
be viewed as a disadvantage is puzzling, unless one takes the perspective of a last-mile
broadband provider hoping to exercise its market power. In addition, he is simply wrong on the
matter of network neutrality enforcing an outcome where network size is a point of competition.
As will be discussed further below, the size of a provider’s network facilities does not matter
when networks have the ability to interconnect. Rather, a policy of network diversity, where
proprietary and non-standardized protocols may result in network incompatibility, will result in
network size being a point of competition.
Importantly, however, while admitting that the last mile is highly concentrated and
protected by entry barriers,31 Professor Yoo does not provide an evaluation of why those entry

30

Yoo, p. 15.
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barriers have been so persistent. The entry barriers which characterize last-mile broadband
facilities are very similar to the entry barriers in local telephone markets which were
unsuccessfully addressed by the Telecommunications Act of 1996, which attempted to
undermine entry barriers in markets for local telephone services. Professor Yoo does not
provide any new blueprint which might enable broadband entry, or any evidence that broadband
last-mile facilities will not suffer from the same entry barriers that recent history has shown are
present in telephone networks. Thus, Professor Yoo ignores the basic problem with the network
diversity argument, i.e., why is it reasonable to expect that last-mile competition will emerge?
A. Professor Yoo’s Interpretation of Network Economics
Broadband access networks are not provided on a competitive basis today, “the level of
production that is most concentrated and protected by barriers to entry is the ‘last mile.’”32 Thus,
as network diversity does not exist today in last-mile access markets, it is something that policy
makers must strive for through improving the competitiveness of last-mile facilities.33 What are
the entry barriers which might be contributing to the lack of competitiveness? Government
franchises may impose an entry barrier, however, it is likely that franchise restrictions are the
least problematic entry barrier in last-mile broadband markets, and Professor Yoo does not
discuss government franchises as a policy problem.34 If government franchise is not the
32

Yoo, p. 3.

33

Id.
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Government franchise restrictions may inhibit the deployment of television
services. These restrictions are being addressed by state and federal legislators
and may be addressed by the FCC. See, for example, “Perry Signs
Telecommunications Reform Bill,” Press release issued by Texas Governor Rick
Perry, September 7, 2005. Accessed March 1, 2006 at:
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problem, there must be economic reasons for the noncompetitive state of the broadband access
market. Economists have identified certain factors which make market entry less likely.35 For
last-mile broadband facilities, these factors can include:
•

Economies of scale—due to high fixed costs, unit costs of operation will decline
as the size of the broadband access network increases. As small firms face an
absolute cost disadvantage, economies of scale can contribute to an entry barrier.

•

Economies of scope—multiple services can be offered over broadband access
networks, resulting in declining unit costs as the number of services offered over
the network increases. Firms which cannot offer a full range of services face a
cost disadvantage, thus economies of scope can contribute to an entry barrier.

•

Economies of density—higher customer density will result in lower unit costs.
Economies of density may result in a greater potential for broadband deployment
in urban areas, and less potential for entry in suburban and rural areas.

•

Sunk costs—sunk costs are not recoverable once incurred. When sunk costs are
present, entry risks are much higher as costs are non-recoverable. Sunk costs are
associated with last-mile broadband facilities and can result in an entry barrier.

•

Network effects—the more content, services, applications, and other users who
are accessible on a network, the more valuable the network (and broadband
connection becomes). Absent network interconnection and nondiscriminatory
treatment of network traffic, network effects can contribute to an entry barrier.

Professor Yoo addresses only two of these factors which may make entry in the market
for last-mile broadband less likely (economies of scale and network effects), and his treatment of
these factors is anything but satisfactory.

34

(...continued)
See also, “Key Lawmakers Craft Narrow Video Franchising Measures,” National
Journal’s Telecom Update, February 24, 2005. Accessed March 1, 2006 at:
http://www.njtelecomupdate.com/lenya/telco/live/tb-JDUQ1141059801909.html
and, “FCC Chief Considers Forcing Cable TV Competition,” USA Today, August
22, 2005. Accessed March 1, 2006 at:
http://www.usatoday.com/money/industries/telecom/2005-08-22-telecom-usat_x.
htm
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1. Professor Yoo on Economies of Scale
Economies of scale contribute to entry barriers, as large-scale operations result in low
unit-costs. If economies of scale are pronounced, a small-scale entrant will face an absolute cost
disadvantage, and will not be able to survive price competition with the incumbent.36
Alternatively, firms contemplating large-scale entry where incumbent facilities are already
deployed face the prospect of flooding the market with output, which reduces the expectations of
generating sufficient revenues to ensure profitability.37 In the context of last-mile broadband
access markets, incumbent cable and telephone companies with existing last-mile facilities enjoy
economies of scale.
Do scale economies contribute to an entry barrier in last-mile broadband markets?
Professor Yoo indicates that through a process of “network differentiation,” such as that which
might occur through “protocol nonstandardization,” small-scale last-mile providers can
profitably exist alongside incumbent providers which enjoy a high level of scale economies.38
Under a system of non-standardized protocols, Professor Yoo argues that services of greater
value could be offered to consumers who placed high values on the characteristics of the non-

36

The FCC, acting on the guidance of Congress, determined that the sharing of
scale and scope economies present in last-mile facilities was a critical objective of
the implementation of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. See, for example: In
the Matter of Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions in the
Telecommunications Act of 1996 Interconnection between Local Exchange
Carriers and Commercial Mobile Radio Service Providers, CC Docket Nos. 9698 & No. 95-185, FCC 96-325, First Report and Order, August 8, 1996, ¶232.
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With regard to last-mile facilities, “flooding the market” is reflected in expected
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standardized services.39 The higher values associated with these non-standardized services could
thus support a separate network, even though scale economies might not be fully exploited. As
will be discussed below, Professor Yoo’s vision for small-scale entry is highly problematic.
The small-scale networks are described by Professor Yoo as follows:
. . . network diversity might make it possible for three different types of last-mile
networks to coexist: one optimized for traditional Internet applications such as e-mail and
website access; another incorporating security features to facilitate e-commerce and to
guard against viruses, spam, and other undesirable aspects of life on the Internet; and a
third that prioritizes packets in the manner needed to facilitate time-sensitive applications
such as streaming media and VoIP. Each would survive by catering to the market
subsegment that places the highest value on a particular type of service.40
The network diversity described by Professor Yoo might contribute to an increase in
some consumers’ valuation of the non-standardized services, however, there is also a value
degradation as integrated services are not provided over these small-scale networks. Consumers
have exhibited strong preferences for the use of integrated services over the Internet, even if
those services are less than optimal. For example, Internet voice services provided by
applications like Skype are of less than optimal quality. The Internet may introduce delay,
which degrades the quality of voice communications. However, given that over 260 million
Skype downloads have occurred,41 numerous Internet users must like the integrated function and
low price offered by use of the application, even if its performance is less than optimal.
Professor Yoo fails to consider the net impact of his “separate but optimized” networks
on consumer choice. Consumers will evaluate the overall impact on their network experience
resulting from the availability of an alternative, “optimized,” network providing non-
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standardized services. Any gains in consumer satisfaction from the non-standardized services
will be weighed against the higher price for the service,42 and the losses in consumer satisfaction
resulting from the degradation in interoperability and network effects which result from
“optimization” of the alternative network. Consumer recognition of the downside of nonstandardized network services, even if they are optimized, undermines the market feasibility of
the non-standardized services.
a. “Separate But Optimized” Undermines Investment Incentives
Ironically, Professor Yoo’s vision of “separate but optimized” small-scale last-mile data
networks would undermine the very incentives to invest in alternative broadband networks
which are critical to the network diversity argument. The three separate networks described by
Professor Yoo, according to his vision of network diversity, are not delivered over shared
facilities (the sharing of broadband access facilities and the ability to capture economies of scope
is, in Professor Yoo’s view, an undesirable outcome). Rather, separate last-mile broadband
facilities would deliver each type of network. Thus, not only must separate last-mile broadband
networks be built, but they will be built to provide unintegrated (and therefore lower value)
network services. Under such a scenario, the business case for separate broadband networks
suffers. The existence of “separate but optimized” data networks undermines the investment
incentives which are critical to the network diversity argument.
Professor Yoo provides additional information which rebuts his own argument regarding
the allegedly diminishing role of scale economies as an entry barrier in last-mile broadband
facilities. Professor Yoo discusses the relationship between last-mile broadband transmission
facilities and the “pre-last-mile” packet transmission network, noting that:

42
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Both DSL and cable modem providers must maintain equipment, either a DSL access
multiplexer (DSLAM) or a cable modem termination system (CMTS) to separate the
stream of data packets from other types of communication. In this environment, last-mile
providers no longer serve as mere pass-throughs. Instead, they must necessarily maintain
a data network to hold the packet-switched traffic once it has been segregated from the
other traffic. They must also negotiate some type of interconnection agreement with
another carrier so that this traffic can be routed to its final destination.43
When evaluating Time Warner, which, due to merger conditions imposed as a result of the
Federal Trade Commission’s review of the AOL/Time Warner merger, is the only last-mile
broadband provider which has been required to offer multiple ISPs the ability to utilize
broadband access facilities on a nondiscriminatory basis, Professor Yoo notes:
Contrary to the original expectations of the FTC, the unaffiliated ISPs that have obtained
access to Timer Warner’s cable modem systems have not created their own packet
networks within Time Warner’s cable headends. Instead, traffic bound for these
unaffiliated ISPs exit the headend via Time Warner’s backbone and is handed off to the
unaffiliated ISP at an external location. The fact that these unaffiliated ISPs have found
it more economical to share Timer Warner’s existing ISP facilities rather than build their
own strongly suggests that integrating ISP and last-mile operations does in fact yield real
efficiencies.44
If the efficiencies of sharing which Professor Yoo identifies do exist, this suggests that the
prospects for last-mile competition are not promising. If independent ISPs have not been able to
satisfy a business case to build packet networks within cable companies headends, then why is it
a reasonable expectation that these same firms will overbuild the entire last-mile network? If the
economies identified by Professor Yoo can only be captured by integrating last-mile and prelast-mile facilities, then these economies of scale are only available to those making substantial
sunk investments. The investment associated with a last-mile overbuild dwarfs the investment
necessary to construct “pre-last-mile” facilities within a headend, and the scale economies and
sunk costs associated with building a separate last-mile broadband access network results in an
43
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entry barrier which is not likely to be eliminated in the near future.
b. Last-Mile Competition for Whom?
Professor Yoo’s vision of network diversity rests on smaller-scale entrants delivering
higher value services, which also have higher costs and higher prices.45 To implement the
business plan suggested by Professor Yoo, one would expect that the alternative last-mile
provider would need to target those who would both assign higher values to the services, and
who could also act upon their higher values for the non-standardized service by paying higher
prices, i.e., those with discretionary incomes sufficient to afford the higher-priced services. The
experience of the cable television market provides some lessons regarding where alternative
facilities are more likely to be deployed. Some cable overbuilders have emerged, which
construct alternative facilities and offer a variety of services over their networks—voice, video,
and broadband Internet access. As might be expected, cable overbuilders target wealthy
communities, where expected revenues are higher.46 There is no reason to expect that a different
outcome would be associated with the policy of network diversity. Thus, abandoning principles
of network neutrality must be viewed in light of the potential that multiple sources of broadband
last-mile facilities might only emerge in areas where consumer incomes are higher. Elimination
of network neutrality principles will leave those consumers residing in areas which are less
likely to be attractive to broadband overbuilders reliant on a much more limited (possibly
monopoly) source of broadband supply. Given the impact of the abandonment of network
neutrality principles on the supply of Internet content, services, and applications, consumers
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residing in areas which do not attract multiple sources of last-mile broadband supply will face a
highly inferior service, and have very limited ability to seek alternatives.
In summary, Professor Yoo’s claims that scale economies are unimportant and do not
present an entry barrier are unreasonable. His claims that a policy which abandons principles of
network neutrality will spur the deployment of multiple broadband last-mile facilities must be
viewed with great skepticism. Economies of scale continue to characterize last-mile broadband
access markets. If potential overbuilding firms cannot achieve the scale economies associated
with incumbent broadband provider networks, these overbuilders must expect to charge higher
prices. A reasonable expectation, then, is that higher income areas will be a more likely target
for any overbuilding which might occur. A policy that abandons network neutrality with the
hope that new incentives will be provided for investment in multiple last-mile broadband
facilities is based on a very doubtful foundation and will likely result in most consumers facing a
highly concentrated (monopoly or duopoly) market for broadband access, and which allows the
leverage of market power from the access market to Internet content, applications, and services.
2. Professor Yoo on Network Effects
Professor Yoo also points to demand-side scale economies, or economic network effects,
as contributing to concentration in telecommunications networks.47 Network effects exist when
the value of a product or service increases as more individuals utilize the product or service. The
telephone network provides a classic example: If you are the only subscriber to the network,
telephone service offers little value; networks which enable communication with larger numbers
of users exhibit much greater value to consumers. The substantial network effects associated
with the Internet are a result of the standardization of network protocols, and policies which
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encourage network interconnection.
Professor Yoo’s focus on demand-side economies of scale as a source of entry barriers
under current market conditions is entirely misplaced. He ignores the fact that the policies which
have required network interconnection have eliminated demand-side economies of scale as an
entry barrier. If networks are required to interconnect, then no network owner has an advantage
based on the size of its network. Demand-side economies of scale only become an entry barrier
through the absence of network interconnection, thus enabling a network owner’s attempts to
leverage the size of their network to the detriment of competition and consumers. For example,
in the early part of the 20th Century, AT&T leveraged its nationwide system of long-distance
lines to the detriment of smaller independent telephone companies.48
However, Professor Yoo argues that “differentiation can ameliorate the demand-side
economies of scale created by network economic effects. If the smaller network is optimized for
particular functions that a particular group of end users values particularly highly, those end
users may be willing to join the smaller network notwithstanding the presence of network
economic effects.”49 He goes on to state:
Mandating the use of standardized protocols and prohibiting content exclusivity threatens
to commodify bandwidth and force providers to compete solely on the basis of price and
network size, which would in turn reinforce the advantages enjoyed by the largest
players.50
While competition on the basis of price might be viewed as an undesirable outcome to
firms which are not used to facing price competition, it is not at all clear why competition based
on price should be ruled out as a policy objective. However, Professor Yoo’s reference to the
48
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need to compete based on “network size” is simply wrong. As discussed above, competition
based on network size only occurs in the non-standardized, non-interconnected “network
diversity world” which Professor Yoo advocates. Under network neutrality policy, which is
currently the case in voice telephone networks, where all providers of telecommunications
services must interconnect by law, and in the current market for Internet services, where ISPs
have interconnection points of last resort at NAPs, network size is not a point of competition.
Due to network neutrality policies, as all networks interconnect and use the same
protocols, the network is the same size for all. The policy advocated by Professor Yoo would
potentially introduce the undesirable market outcome which he wrongly attributes to the policy
of network neutrality. Should a policy of network diversity be pursued, only then would those
firms with the largest number of subscribers gain market advantage, as they would control the
largest number of users and offer the largest network value. Thus, the policy of network
diversity sows the seeds of increased market concentration in the last-mile, as consumers would
naturally gravitate to the network with the largest number of subscribers as it would offer the
highest value, even if the value offered by “network diversity” is lower than that available in the
interconnected, standardized, open-access world of today.
a. Consumers Have Already Rejected the Network Diversity Model
The Internet, operating under a regime of standardized protocols and interoperability, has
resulted in expansive consumer benefits. Standardization is widely recognized to be beneficial
to consumers, as it reduces purchase risks and expands network effects, which increase product
values.51 It is also recognized that standardization may result in some reduction in variety, which
suggests that any conclusions regarding whether consumers benefit more from standardization,
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or from the elimination of standardization, will be a “net benefit” analysis. The standardization
associated with the Internet operates at a “wholesale level.” The standardized network protocols
reside in logical network layers below the “application level,” which is associated with the
Internet products used by consumers. Thus, due to the standardization of Internet protocols,
consumers are presented with a wide variety of content, applications, and services, all of which
are interoperable. Due to the standardization of Internet protocols at the wholesale level,
consumers enjoy differentiated retail products, and are able to benefit from network effects and
the advantages of interoperability. The standardization allows the rise of niche market providers,
which can tailor their Internet services to the needs of individuals, again adding to consumer
benefits.52
History provides a laboratory for the evaluation of consumer reactions to standardization
in information networks, i.e., whether any losses in variety associated with standardization are
outweighed by the gains from compatibility, interoperability, and network effects. Consumers
have had the opportunity to experience electronic information services operating on nonstandardized platforms. Prior to the commercialization of the Internet, online service providers
such as America Online, GEnie, Compuserve, Prodigy, and Delphi offered consumers the ability
to utilize chat and bulletin boards, access electronic news and information, and send e-mail.
However, these systems were not interconnected, and users of one online service generally could
not communicate with the subscribers of other online service providers.53 These proprietary
network service providers were, of course, free to innovate in their “network cores.” However,
the commercialization of the Internet, with its open and non-proprietary standards, provides an
object lesson in what consumers have deemed the superior approach—i.e., innovation at the
52
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network edge. Once the expansive network effects and interoperability benefits associated with
the Internet became freely available to any entity which abided by the principles of the openaccess Internet, the proprietary network model quickly withered. The proprietary services which
were offered by online service providers were judged by consumers as inferior to the content,
applications, and services, operating under the regime of standardized Internet protocols, which
were competitively available over the Internet.
b. Leverage of Last-Mile Network Effects
Of course, given the opportunity, it may be more profitable for a business to try to
leverage network effects to its advantage. A recent dispute between two Internet backbone
providers, Level 3 Communications and Cogent Communications, shows that restrictions on
preferential interconnection through private peering arrangements has the potential to
disadvantage an ISP. In this dispute Level 3 terminated a private peering arrangement between
its network and Cogent’s network, resulting in temporarily restricted availability of Internet
services to Cogent’s customers. Level 3, which has a larger backbone network than does
Cogent, had the ability to disadvantage the smaller Cogent Communications through refusal to
continue interconnection through peering, however, the availability of interconnection of last
resort facilities at NAPs, and the availability of other private peering arrangements, allowed
Cogent to continue its operations through alternative interconnection arrangements.54
Unfortunately, these alternatives do not exist for last-mile facilities.
AOL’s attempt to prevent members of its subscription-based online service from using
Instant Messaging (IM) to communicate with other IM users outside of AOL’s network provides
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another example.55 AOL’s decision to block communication from instant messaging platforms
outside of its system undermined the value of the IM technology to all IM users, however, AOL,
having a large number of IM users, believed that it could benefit by denying interconnection of
its IM application with competing IM applications.56
Until relatively recently, no owner of last-mile Internet access facilities was able to
contemplate leveraging demand-side economies of scale associated with the Internet. Because
these last-mile facilities have been provided on a neutral basis, the increase in network value
resulting from the vastly expanded communication capability enabled by the Internet benefitted
consumers. However, the network diversity argument which Professor Yoo supports, complete
with incompatible networks and proprietary protocols, has the potential to result in the largest
integrated providers, firms like Verizon, the new at&t, and cable operators like Comcast and
Cox, leveraging network effects to the detriment of consumers and competition in the provision
of Internet content, applications, and services.
Internet network neutrality and network interconnection has led to the elimination of
entry barriers associated with network effects and has resulted in the dramatic creation of value,
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both commercially and as a means to freely exchange information.57 On the demand side, the
ability of Internet users to run the applications of their choice, access the content of their choice,
and communicate with all other Internet users provides significant network value. On the
supply side, the open standardized platform associated with Internet protocols provides a
substantial investment incentive for application, content, and service developers. If a new
application is based on Internet protocols, the developer knows that the widest possible market
will be capable of utilizing the new application, and the potential market rewards will reflect this
network effect.
In summary, Professor Yoo’s treatment of network effects reveals a major shortcoming
of the “network diversity” argument. Under existing arrangements, the interoperability and
standardization generated by the principles of network neutrality generate substantial values for
consumers. The value of network effects to consumers are placed at risk through the policy of
network diversity. As the network diversity policy has the potential to undermine network
effects, advocates for this position should be able to provide substantial evidence of the tangible
benefits that de-standardization and closed access are purported to generate. Professor Yoo
provides no such information.
B. Prospects for Multiple Broadband Access Technologies
Professor Yoo fails to make a convincing case that economies of scale do not continue to
present an entry barrier in last-mile broadband markets. Furthermore, he overlooks the
important role of sunk costs in deterring facilities-based last-mile broadband entry. As he
indicates that “the primary focus of broadband policy should be on fostering greater competition
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in the last mile . . . .”,58 a logical step in determining the prospects for competition in the last
mile is to evaluate current and reasonably anticipated last-mile broadband access technologies,
and how those technologies might be expected to compete, and whether competition will be
sustainable.
Lessons available from other segments of the telecommunications market leads to the
conclusion that there has been little luck in sustaining competition for last-mile facilities. For
example, following the implementation of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, which
eliminated legal entry barriers in the local exchange market, competitive local exchange carriers
(CLECs) emerged and began to construct new last mile-facilities, primarily in the core business
districts of urban areas, targeting large business customers.59 These independent alternative lastmile facilities have not proved durable. For example, two of the largest facilities-based CLECs,
Teleport and MFS, were acquired by other, larger, CLECs (AT&T and MCI)60 in the late
1990s.61 AT&T and MCI expanded their facilities and competed for a time against incumbent
local exchange carriers using these last-mile assets, however, this facilities-based last-mile
competition was not sustainable. Now the assets of the formerly independent CLECs AT&T and
MCI have been acquired by the incumbent carriers SBC (which now operates using the “at&t”
58

Yoo, p. 14.
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See, for example, Richard G. Tomlinson, Tele-Revolution, Penobscot Press, 2000,
Chapter 10.
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MFS was acquired by WorldCom, which later acquired MCI and began operating
under the MCI brand name.
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“AT&T, SBC To Buy Carriers,” Information Week, January 12, 1998. Accessed
March 1, 2006 at: http://www.informationweek.com/664/64iuatt.htm
“WorldCom becoming one-stop provider,” Cnet News, September 8, 1997.
Accessed March 1, 2006 at:
http://news.com.com/WorldCom+becoming+one-stop+provider/2100-1001_3-20
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name) and Verizon.62 Very few facilities-based CLECs survive today. Thus, the last-mile
competition that was envisioned under the Telecommunications Act has not proved to be
enduring.
Similarly, with regard to wireless telephony, initial arrangements provided two cellular
licenses in each market area, with the incumbent telephone company given the right of first
refusal for one of the licenses, an arrangement which frequently resulted in the cellular carrier
affiliated with the incumbent “competing” against an independent wireless provider. Of course,
the “competition” under the cellular duopoly arrangements resulted in high prices and poor
service quality, and low take-rates for the service. Spectrum reallocation and the new policy of
FCC auctions resulted in increased wireless competition, with numerous licenses becoming
available in any specific market area.63 This last-mile voice wireless competition is also proving
to be less than durable. Due to the FCC’s elimination of restrictions on the amount of spectrum
that can be controlled by a firm in a specific market area, major mergers of wireless firms have
occurred. AT&T (the long distance provider and CLEC) spun off its wireless operations in
2001. AT&T wireless was then acquired by Cingular Wireless (jointly owned by the RBOCs
SBC and BellSouth) in 2004. Voicestream wireless merged with Omnipoint Communications
and Aerial Communications in 2000. Voicestream was later acquired by Deutsche Telecom and
now operates under the T-Mobile name. In 2005 Sprint combined its wireless operations with
62
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the wireless operations of Nextel. Also in 2005, Western Wireless was acquired by the wireless
and local exchange operator Alltel. This consolidation in the wireless industry points to an
emerging oligopoly market in wireless, with the two largest wireless firms (Cingular and
Verizon Wireless) being owned by three of the four remaining RBOCs. Thus, last-mile
consolidation is evident in the wireless segment as well.
1. Alternative Broadband Pathways
The network diversity policy advocated by Professor Yoo critically depends on a
competitive market for last-mile broadband facilities. For last-mile residential broadband
markets to stray from today’s monopoly or duopoly structure, there should be numerous
alternative broadband networks. It is difficult to imagine competitive forces functioning with
two or three last-mile providers, and certainly not with one.
According to the most recent data available from the FCC, as of December 31, 2004,
there were approximately 38 million high-speed connections in the U.S.64 These lines were
provided predominantly over telephone company DSL, and cable television company “cable
modem” facilities, which respectively provided 36% and 57% of all high-speed lines. The FCC
reports that “other wireline” connections (e.g., fiber to the home) provided 4% of all high-speed
connections, and that “other” technologies (e.g., fixed wireless, satellite), provided 3% of all
high-speed connections. Thus, the current state of the last mile is one where, nationally, two
technologies dominate—DSL and cable modem.
Given this starting point, what are the prospects for diverse and competitive sources of
supply on which the network diversity arguments hinge? In addition to DSL and cable modem
facilities, prospective last-mile broadband facilities include two proven technologies, fiber optic
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cable and wireless, one emerging technology, broadband over power lines (BPL), and one
conceptional technology, broadband in gas (BIG). It is instructive to evaluate the potential of
these alternatives.65
a. Fiber Optic Cable
Fiber optic cable is capable of delivering almost unlimited bandwidth to the end user.66
Once the cables are put in place, which is a costly process that involves substantial fixed and
sunk costs, the capacity of the cable may be increased as the technology that lights the fiber
improves, new electronic devices can be placed on the cable ends, and the capacity of the cable
expands accordingly. Once a customer is served by fiber cable, all non-mobile communications
services could be provided over the single fiber pathway: voice, super-high-speed data, and
HDTV quality video. Once fiber is put in place by one provider, the business case for additional
high-speed last-mile facilities weakens. This fact is readily discernable by efforts of incumbents
to block fiber-to-the-home projects which have been pursued by municipalities. Both incumbent
telephone companies and incumbent cable operators have taken steps to disable the attempts of
municipalities to deploy fiber.67 Thus, fiber optic cable, either connected directly to the
65

It is also possible that broadband services may be delivered by satellite.
However, satellite bandwidth is highly limited on a national basis (there are only
so many satellite orbital slots and transponders available), thus it is likely that
satellite broadband will likely continue to be a high-priced niche-market
alternative which provides services where other facilities have not been deployed,
i.e., rural and insular areas. Given these limitations, I don’t believe that satellite
deserves consideration as a mass-market alternative
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Accessed March 1, 2006 at:
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household, or terminated near the house (and using existing metallic cable distribution to bridge
the last few hundred feet), will provide a virtually unlimited supply of bandwidth to any enduser. Once fiber is deployed, its vast capacity will undermine the attractiveness of other
technologies which are not capable of delivering the extremely high bandwidth (e.g., 100 Mbps)
which fiber is capable of delivering to end users.
It is simply not reasonable to believe that capital markets will support numerous last-mile
fiber overbuilds. For example, the feasibility study for one public fiber deployment project,
Utah’s “UTOPIA” network, found that municipal networks have an average take rate of 56%
after six years, and that private overbuilder networks (primarily cable television overbuilds) have
exhibited average take rates of 45% after four years.68 The multiple last-mile networks
envisioned by Professor Yoo would imply average take-rates at much lower levels than those
currently observed for overbuilders.69 As is noted in the UTOPIA feasibility study, increased
competition leads to lower take rates, increased costs associated with churn, and declining
revenues.70 This market reality would work against the business case for multiple fiber
overbuilds.
67
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b. Fixed Wireless Networks
Fixed wireless last-mile broadband networks have the potential to reduce fixed and sunk
costs which are associated with the deployment of fiber last-mile networks. However, wireless
networks face limitations due to the inferior wireless spectrum which has been made available by
the FCC for these networks. Spectrum (radio frequency) is a finite resource—using current
technologies there is only so much spectrum to go around. Furthermore, spectrum is not of
uniform quality. Higher frequency radio waves are more likely to suffer from interference from
objects such as buildings, rain and snow, and foliage. While higher frequencies can deliver highquality transmission capacity, they are more likely to require a direct line of sight between points
of transmission.71 Constructing line-of-sight wireless networks may be useful for network
transport, but it is much more costly to install as a last-mile facility. Unfortunately, the spectrum
which has been allocated for new applications, such as the WiMax service identified by
Professor Yoo,72 operates in high frequency ranges, requiring line-of-sight transmission to
achieve the highest bandwidth. The very high frequencies in which WiMax operates, ranging
between 2GHz and 11GHz for the non-line of sight service, and up to 66GHz for the highestspeed line-of-sight transmission, indicates that the spectrum is not optimal for last-mile facilities.
With a WiMax deployment, the overall amount of bandwidth available in a cell site is
shared among multiple users, which diminishes transmission speeds available for any individual
user. While the technology is capable of providing up to 70 Mbps of transmission speed, this
capacity is shared among multiple users, which considerably reduces transmission capability for
any individual user. Existing WiMax providers are marketing services at speeds comparable to
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existing DSL.73
As noted by former FCC Chairman Reed Hundt, better spectrum is assigned for use in
delivering television service (both analog and digital). Hundt concludes:
“The current chapter in this ongoing story of facilitating the creative innovation of
capitalism will be written if Congress and the FCC can find ways to let businesses use the
best spectrum physics, not for UHF television, but rather for wireless broadband.”74
Unfortunately, as evidenced by the high frequencies utilized by WiMax, the promise of wireless
broadband last-mile facilities may be undermined by the unavailability of adequate spectrum.
Also working against last-mile wireless networks is the fact that incumbents have also been very
active in efforts to block municipal wireless last-mile projects.75
c. Broadband Over Power Lines
Professor Yoo also mentions broadband over power lines (BPL) as a potential alternative
last-mile facility. BPL technology is currently in the trial phase, but problems have emerged
with this technology, especially with the generation of external interference which affects radio
transmission. As is noted by one observer:
Power lines are designed to carry electrical power. They were not designed to carry radio
signals. They do this very poorly . . . radiating them as radio signals that can and do
affect nearby receivers using those frequencies. Amateur radio operators, CB operators
73
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and shortwave listeners are all found commonly in the residential neighborhoods where
BPL will be installed. They will all suffer strong interference if BPL uses their
frequencies at the permitted levels.76
The generation of radio interference has been an unresolved issue in several BPL trials, and led
to the termination of at least one trial.77 Despite interference problems, which have yet to be
resolved by the FCC, BPL may offer some promise as an alternative last-mile facility, although
current transmission speeds from BPL (2Mbps to 6Mbps) are much lower than those available
from fiber optics.78 Furthermore, BPL will face a market where incumbents have already gained
first-mover advantage by deploying fiber. As was recently noted by one analyst: “By the time it
(BPL) really arrives in the market, terrestrial broadband will be almost fully saturated.”79
d. Broadband in Gas?
In addition to these alternatives, a conceptual last-mile technology is broadband in gas
(BIG). The BIG technology envisions a system where ultra wideband radio waves are
transmitted within existing gas distribution plant, with the gas pipes acting as wave guides.80
The technology has yet to be subject to commercial trials, although some laboratory trials have
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been completed.81 Given the risk associated with the transmission of radiofrequency energy in a
medium charged with highly flammable natural gas, it may be reasonable to expect that rollout
of this technology will be slow. One industry analyst notes:
“In theory it could work. Ultra wideband technology is pretty tolerant. But I'm not sure
how well it could work within all the twists and turns inside a natural-gas pipe.”82
Whether BIG even makes it to the commercial trial phase is a question yet to be answered.
e. Market Dynamics
As Professor Yoo admits, competitive last-mile broadband markets do not exist today. If
competition is to emerge, then the technologies discussed above will provide the technical
platforms on which the business cases for raising investment dollars will need to be based. What
is clear is that today’s two major broadband providers, cable television and incumbent telephone
companies, are rushing to deploy fiber closer to consumers. This deployment is likely to affect
the feasibility of other platforms. Whether fixed wireless or BPL will be able to compete once
fiber has been deployed by first moving incumbents, who already have established customer
relationships associated with the delivery of broadband Internet access and other services, is not
assured. Fiber will be capable of providing consumers much higher transmission speeds than
either BPL or wireless are capable of providing. Economic theory also tells us that the sunk
investments in fiber made by incumbents will enable the incumbents to make credible threats
regarding price cuts in the face of entry.83 The first-mover advantages of incumbent fiber
deployments are likely to weigh heavily on alternative technologies.
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Broadband over power lines may have the potential to provide a broadband pathway into
a large number of homes. However, whether BPL’s relatively low transmission speeds will be
viewed as competitive in areas where fiber is deployed is a pressing question. Likewise, fixed
wireless alternatives may provide reasonable overbuild potential in areas characterized by flat
terrain, and limited foliage interference. However, transmission speeds associated with
commercial WiMax offerings may not stand up to fiber-based offerings.
It is also important to note that the first movers in the broadband market (i.e., the cable
and telephone companies), are planning on offering consumers a bundle of services which
reaches far beyond broadband Internet access. High-end customers will be enticed with
packages which include local and long-distance calling, broadband Internet access, wireless
plans, and video programming.84 The bundling approach to providing services is widely
recognized as reducing “customer churn,”85 thus making it more difficult for any new entrants in
the last-mile broadband market to capture incumbent market share.
For competition in the last mile to emerge, prospective entrants are influenced by the
existing state of the market. New entrants must make their case in the capital markets that the
market for broadband access is capable of supporting multiple firms, each providing a highspeed connection to the end-user. Not only will these firms face incumbents with pre-existing
customer relationships, but new entrants must also acknowledge that once their networks are
built, even in the best scenarios, their networks will have low take-rates due to market saturation.
One analyst associated with fiber roll-outs notes:
84
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When talking about the business case for FTTH, a great deal of attention is typically
given to the cost of components. While such costs are obviously important, take rates,
(the percent of consumers taking service over FTTH) actually have much more impact on
FTTH feasibility and return-on-investment.86
Thus, at a basic financial level, the prospects of multiple broadband pipes reaching consumers is
undermined by incumbent first-mover advantages. Capital markets will not look favorably on
requests for funds which will be used for sunk investments in duplicate last-mile broadband
facilities which can only hope to generate low take-rates. Even ignoring the issue of whether
other technology platforms will be viewed as desirable alternatives once fiber is deployed, it is
easier to envision pockets of competition from multiple platforms, especially in high-income
areas, than the widespread availability of multiple last-mile competition critical to the network
diversity proposition.
2. 3G Wireless Offers a “Peek” into the Possible Outcome of a Network
Diversity Policy
Professor Yoo also identifies third-generation wireless (3G) as another potential last-mile
alternative.87 These services offer mobility, but limited data speeds, Verizon notes that its 3G
plan may provide data “bursts” of up to 2Mbps, but that more realistic speeds are 400- 700
kbps.88 Furthermore, 3G wireless data plans may include significant limitations on use, and
provide a window into the restrictions which are likely to be placed on end-users in the world of
proprietary data networks advocated by Professor Yoo. For example, the terms of service of a
Verizon 3G plan state as follows:
86
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Unlimited NationalAccess/BroadbandAccess:
Subject to VZAccess Acceptable Use Policy, available on www.verizonwireless.com.
NationalAccess and BroadbandAccess data sessions may be used with wireless devices
for the following purposes: (i) Internet browsing; (ii) email; and (iii) intranet access
(including access to corporate intranets, email and individual productivity applications
like customer relationship management, sales force and field service automation).
Unlimited NationalAccess/BroadbandAccess services cannot be used (1) for uploading,
downloading or streaming of movies, music or games, (2) with server devices or with
host computer applications, including, but not limited to, Web camera posts or
broadcasts, automatic data feeds, Voice over IP (VoIP), automated machine-to-machine
connections, or peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing, or (3) as a substitute or backup for
private lines or dedicated data connections. NationalAccess/BroadbandAccess is for
individual use only and is not for resale. We reserve right to limit throughput or amount
of data transferred, deny or terminate service, without notice, to anyone we believe is
using NationalAccess or BroadbandAccess in any manner prohibited above or whose
usage adversely impacts our network or service levels. Verizon Wireless reserves the
right to protect its network from harm, which may impact legitimate data flows.89
The fact that the service has usage restrictions associated with uploading, streaming,
VoIP, peer-to-peer, or as a substitute or backup for a dedicated data connection indicates that the
constraints placed on 3G technology may limit its desirability to mobile business solutions (for
which 3G is currently marketed), and not offer a general last-mile alternative. Furthermore, if
these types of restrictions were placed more broadly on network users, due to the rise of closedaccess last-mile networks, the impact on innovation would be pronounced. If, for example, endusers have limited upload capabilities or cannot use a service for streaming, then the incentive to
innovate in these areas is greatly reduced.
C. Summary on Potential for Competitive Last-Mile Broadband
In summary, multiple broadband networks do not exist now, and multiple technological
overbuilds face major hurdles. Given that Professor Yoo envisions the possibility of three tiers
of last-mile services, the overbuilding of multiple last-mile facilities for each type of last-mile
service seems even less likely. Ignoring the lack of incentives resulting from low-value
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“separate but optimized” networks, it is also clear that incumbents are very concerned about
multiple broadband facilities, especially fiber-based networks, and incumbent telephone and
cable companies have taken actions to limit the potential for the overbuilding which Professor
Yoo identifies as necessary for a successful “network diversity” policy to be implemented.
Furthermore, it is reasonable to expect that overbuilds are much more likely to occur in areas
where consumer incomes are higher. A policy based on network diversity would thus favor
those in high-income areas and leave others dependent on an inferior access arrangement, one
where there would be no hope of market forces disciplining the exclusionary and discriminatory
actions of the broadband access provider.
III. Other Issues with Professor Yoo’s Arguments
A. Professor Yoo Selectively Interprets the Economics Literature Regarding
Vertical Integration
The consequence of a policy of network diversity will be increased “vertical integration,”
a process where the owners of last-mile broadband facilities will provide content, services, and
applications which are currently provided by unaffiliated third-parties today. To lend support to
his position on the desirability of vertical integration, Professor Yoo points to what he alleges is
a “sea change” in economic theory relating to vertical integration.90 His support for this
proposition points to a particular point of view, that associated with the Chicago School of
economics. Chicago School theory posits that vertical integration is always efficiency
enhancing.91 However, the world is not as simple as that envisioned by the Chicago School. The
90
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economic models associated with the Chicago School’s views of vertical integration generally
ignore market structures other than pure monopoly and pure competition, and do not address
market dynamics.92 Furthermore, the Chicago School does not make a compelling case for
vertical integration when a monopolist absorbs competitive firms.
While Professor Yoo argues that the economics of vertical integration rest solely on the
Chicago School’s interpretation, he overlooks the extensive literature associated with postChicago analysis of vertical relationships.93 This alternative literature rejects the simplified
structure of the Chicago School’s approach to vertical relationships and utilizes the tools of
modern industrial organization theory to analyze market structures which are more complex (and
realistic) than the approach taken by the Chicago School.94
The post-Chicago approach offers a more balanced approach to the evaluation of vertical
integration, the following discussion from the post-Chicago literature regarding the evaluation of
mergers resulting in vertical integration illustrates this point:
The Chicago School critique of vertical merger policy has precipitated a more refined
analysis of vertical mergers. These new post-Chicago theories neither ignore nor reject
the economic analysis of the Chicago School. Instead, they apply the newer
91
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methodology of modern industrial organization theory to more realistic market structures
in which vertical mergers can have anticompetitive effects. Although this scholarship
certainly does not suggest a return to the Brown Shoe view of vertical mergers, it does
identify situations where vertical mergers and other vertical restraints can raise
significant competitive concerns.95
Professor Yoo also ignores the very relevant post-Chicago literature regarding the ability
of firms with market power to raise the costs of potential rivals.96 Cost raising strategies pursued
by last-mile broadband providers are of particular concern, given statements made by broadband
providers and their equipment suppliers, which are discussed elsewhere in this paper.
That the vertical integration resulting from the policy of “network diversity” advocated
by Professor Yoo would cause harm to consumers is abundantly clear. As is discussed
elsewhere in this paper, the likelihood of consumers having numerous alternative broadband
providers is very low. While high income, high density areas may see more choice, most
consumers will not. A policy of closed access, combined with vertically integrated monopoly
(or duopoly) providers of broadband access facilities will reduce the vibrant competition for
Internet content, applications, and services which is apparent today. This reduction in
competition will harm consumers. However, it is also important to note that restrictions placed
on end-users (who also may be producers of Internet content and applications), with regard to
what devices they may attach to the Internet, or how they utilize their broadband connection, will
add another layer of harm to consumers through the suppression of innovation.
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B. Professor Yoo’s Argument that Network Neutrality Undermines Product
Differentiation is a Red Herring
Professor Yoo argues that standardization resulting from network neutrality results in
lower levels of consumer welfare.97 The reason for this alleged reduction in consumer welfare is
the inability of consumers to take advantage of product differentiation when a standardized
product is mandated. There are a number of problems with Professor Yoo’s argument, the first
of which is that network neutrality results in standardization at the wholesale level. Protocol
standardization affects Internet content, services, and applications as an input in the production
of the tremendous (and highly differentiated) variety of content, services, and applications which
utilize the standardized Internet protocols.
In support of his proposition that standardization reduces consumer welfare, Professor
Yoo again turns to the economics literature:98
. . . leading network theorists have recognized that limiting product variety can “prevent
the development of promising but unique and incompatible new systems.”
Standardization can thus represent an important, but often unnoticed, source of welfare
loss.99
The material in quotations attributed by Professor Yoo to “leading network theorists” is a work
by Katz and Shapiro which appeared in a 1994 issue of the Journal of Economic Perspectives.
However, Professor Yoo’s apparently misreads Katz and Shapiro. The discussion from which
Professor Yoo draws the quoted material is a section of Katz and Shapiro’s article which
addresses the “Social Benefits and Costs of Compatibility.” On this issue, Katz and Shapiro
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note:
For communications networks, compatibility expands the size of each network to the
total membership of both. This raises the gross consumption benefits enjoyed by a
consumer who subscribes to only one firm’s network, and avoids the cost of having to
hold duplicate equipment to participate in two different networks to reach everyone. . . .
The potential costs of compatibility depend upon the mechanism by which compatibility
is achieved. Broadly speaking, there are two mechanisms: standardization, whereby
systems are designed to have interchangeable components; and adapters, which attach to
a component of one system to allow it to interface with another system. With adapters,
the principal cost is that of the adapters themselves, plus the fact that adapters may work
imperfectly. By contrast, the primary cost of standardization is a loss of variety:
consumers have fewer differentiated products to pick from, especially if standardization
prevents the development of promising but unique and incompatible new systems.100
The last line of the quoted section immediately above is the language which Professor
Yoo provides in support of the “economic proof” that standardization causes welfare loss.
However, placing the Katz and Shapiro quote into its original context reveals conclusions which
are exactly the opposite of those suggested by Professor Yoo. Katz and Shapiro note that
substantial benefits of network compatibility are inevitable. Rather than concluding that
limitations on product variety prevent the development of new systems, Katz and Shapiro
conclude that there may be fewer differentiated products to choose from if standardization
prevents the development of promising yet incompatible new systems. This is a very big “if”
when it comes to the open network protocols which underlie the operations of the Internet.
Katz and Shapiro describe a benefit/cost approach to the issue. Namely, the benefits of
standardization must be weighed against the costs from the chance that some new and
incompatible system might suffer as a result of standardization. With regard to the
standardization of Internet protocols, the variety of services, content, and applications which are
currently enabled through the policy of network neutrality must be weighed against the harm
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which would result from abandoning standardization for a policy of incompatibility and network
diversity advocated by Professor Yoo. Clearly, the immediate impact on consumers which
would result from the reduction of system compatibility would eliminate the substantial existing
benefits of compatibility discussed by Katz and Shapiro. The benefits of network diversity are
highly speculative at this time, and as was discussed earlier, the primary benefit identified by
Professor Yoo, an allegedly increased incentive to invest in new last-mile broadband systems, is
doubtful. On balance, shifting to a policy of incompatibility and network diversity will likely
result in a significant reduction in consumer welfare, with little hope of future offsetting gains.
The standardization of Internet protocols has been achieved in a manner which is the
most humble to designers of new technologies, current and future. This humility, embodied in
the core principals of the basic Internet protocols, stands in contrast to the “technological
humility” to which Professor Yoo points.101 Professor Yoo’s approach would enable the creation
of proprietary, exclusive, and exclusionary protocols, which would be controlled by the owners
of broadband networks. Professor Yoo points to the undesirability of government influencing
standardization as it will result in the government “picking winners and losers.”102 However, the
proprietary protocols associated with network diversity will disable widely varied and
differentiated innovations which thrive in the standardized open protocol environment of today.
Network owners will be able to “pick the winners,” and we can be sure that the winners will be
required to pay tribute to the network owners.
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IV. Conclusion
Network neutrality has generated substantial benefits for consumers. Innovation and
investment at the network edge have been promoted through this policy. The substantial
investments in Internet backbone facilities, investments which have led to a massive glut in longhaul fiber-based transmission facilities,103 have also been induced under a policy of
interconnection and open access. Those who advocate that the highly successful and beneficial
policy of open access should be replaced bear the burden of proof that any alternative will result
in a superior outcome. Professor Yoo’s arguments regarding the desirability of a policy of
network diversity do not provide support for the proposition that consumers will be made better
off. Rather, there is substantial evidence that Professor Yoo’s approach will result in substantial
harm to consumers, investment, and innovation. Professor Yoo’s suggestion that policy makers
should have faith that unconstrained firms which possess market power will provide benefits to
consumers, and not undermine their competitors, is not supported by his arguments. Humility
before firms which exercise market power in markets for last-mile broadband facilities is not
good policy.
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